Amendment to clarify who can run and vote in Constituency elections.

Additions are indicated by **bold italics**. Deletions are indicated by striking through (like this).

SECTION IX A: ELECTORAL PROCEDURES

Article 9. Constituency Elections and Referenda

1. Constituencies shall determine the rules and procedures to be followed in conducting their elections and referenda, provided however that the following conditions are adhered to:

   (l) **all members of a Constituency in good standing shall be entitled to vote and run in all elections conducted by that Constituency, and to vote in all referenda conducted by that Constituency, except that Constituencies may hold elections for representatives from specific years or programs that are limited to members in those years or programs, with the following proviso:**

   (i) **if the Constituency limits who can vote in an election, it must make the same limitation on who can run, and vice versa;**

   [and renumber]

   (l) **all members of a Constituency in good standing shall be entitled to vote in all elections and referenda conducted by that Constituency, except that Constituencies may hold elections for representatives from specific years or programs that are limited to members in those years or programs;**

   (m) **all members of a Constituency in good standing shall be entitled to run for any elected position in that Constituency, except that Constituencies may hold elections for representatives from specific years or programs that are limited to members in those years or programs;**